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in the necessity of force—the power of the sword—and in
the need of an intellectual aristocracy imposing its decisions
upon the mass mind They were inclined to be anfc-
Republican Some of them were in favour of reviving the
French monarchy Others hankered after some form of
French Fascism on the model of Italy They were intolerant
of machine-made progress on American lines Sharply
divided from them were the other types of mind, who believed
in the democratic ideal, in some modern equivalent of
Rousseau's Social Contract, in the progress of the masses
towards a higher type of civilization, based upon equal
rights and opportunities, with a control of the means of
production and the distribution of wealth They saw
something in Communism adapted to French genius They
had vague and visionary ideas of a kind of new world in
which the machine would do all the dirty work, leaving
humanity to enjoy a spacious leisure
Armand was amused and interested by these youthful
debates in his room upstairs, which became foggy with
cigarette-smoke, and noisy with the clamour of young voices
The subjects of discussion were not always so serious They
talked about the American tourists who invaded Avignon—
hordes of elderly women who bought innumerable picture
postcards, battalions of young girls who made free use of
their lipsticks , coach parties who were shouted at by men
with megaphones outside the Palais des Papes The general
opinion of the Lyc6e students was that the Americans were a
disgusting race They also agreed that the English were
equally revolting when seen in the mass The abomination
of these foreigners was only surpassed, they thought, by
the Germans who had arrived in the South of France lately,
and had the insolence—le culot—to talk German in the
hearing of French ears
"It is then apparent,'3 said Armand, on one of these
social afternoons, "that France possesses the only people who
ought to be allowed to live in this rather beautrful world ?"

